
mail tags to use to help each other
To help each other parse the large amounts of mail we are sending each other some tags were concocted to facilitate finding important mail. These tags 
are used between square brackets at the beginning of a mail subject. The use of some of these in commit messages might help as well. This is not a 
restrictive list. You can use your fantasy to be as clear to your fellow developers as you can.

Dev

tag mail commit description

PROPOSAL x   A proposal is in regards to proposing a feature you'd like to add.

MERGE x   Used when a developer wants to notify the community in advance of performing a merge.

DISCUSS x   Used to tag an e-mail thread that aims to discuss some aspect of the system and maybe how we might go about improving it.

QUESTION x   A question you'd like to ask the list.

DB-CHANGE x x A change is introducing a DB change that might disrupt a test setup when the code is run (ex. changing DB code to read from a 
column you newly put in the DB).

BEHAVIORAL-
CHANGE

x x A change introduces a behavioral change like throwing or no longer throwing an exception. Note that the semantics or syntax of 
the api should also up our versioning as per our semantic versioning scheme

Resposiveness
report

x   A report on how well we peroformed at nswerring all the question put to the lists

#.# x   A message concerning a release branch number # dot #

REGRESSION x   A regression in a version has been found in comparison to released code

CCC x   Cloudstack Colaboration Conference

BUILD x   something to discuss, has changed or is unclear in the build process

Users

tag description
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